MARSTONS MILLS RIVER QUAHOG DRY DRAGGING PILOT CONDITIONS

- Commercially Dragging is allowed within the Marstons Mills River only as identified by the area between the red lines on the map below, quahog dry dragging in any other area is prohibited
- Commercially Dragging the flats extending from 500 Baxters Neck Rd to 526 Baxters Neck Rd as identified by the yellow area on the map below is prohibited
- Commercially Dragging between ½ hour before sunset (based on the Boston tide calendar issued by Natural Resources) and 7:30AM the following morning is prohibited
- Daily harvest limits will conform with current commercial shellfish harvest regulations
- High grading- preferentially selecting littlenecks over top-necks, cherrystones and chowders in any given tow is prohibited
- VIOLATIONS pertaining to these conditions will result in loss of privilege to continue participating in the pilot

For any questions related to this pilot please contact Shellfish Constable Amy Croteau:
email: amy.croteau@town.barnstable.ma.us phone: 508-790-6272